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WARNING, PLEASE CAREFULLY READ IH( CONSUMER INFORMATION AND 
PRECAUTIONS BOOKLET SNCLULKD WITH THIS I’HOUUCI III I ORE USING YOUR 
NINTENDO® HARDWARE SYSTEM. OAMI PAK ON ACCESSORY, THIS BOOKLET 
CONTAINS IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION 

THE OFFICIAL SEAL IS YOUR ASSURANCE THAT NINTENDO HAS 
APPROVED THE QUALITY OF THIS PRODUCT. ALWAYS LOOK FOR THIS 
SEAL WHEN BUYING GAMES AND ACCESSORIES TO ENSURE 
COMPLETE COMPATIBILITY. ALL NINTENDO PRODUCTS ARE LICENSED 
BY SALE FOR USE ONLY WITH OTHER AUTHORIZED PRODUCTS 
BEARING THE OFFICIAL NINTENDO SEAL OF QUALITY. 

THIS PRODUCT HAS BEEN RATED BY THE ENTERTAINMENT 
SOFTWARE RATING BOARD FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
ESH8 RATING. OR TO COMMENT ABOUT THE APPROPRIATENESS 
OF THE RATING. PLEASE CONTACT THE ESRB AT I -800-771-3772. 

EVERYONE 

[ SUITABLE FOB ALL AGES 

(Ninlendo) 

NITITENOQ THE OFFICIAL SFJU. NINTFN Otl Ai AND 
THE *HT LOGO ARE TRACE MARKS OF NINTENDO OF AMERICA INC. 
_ IWKlNTEKDOOFAWffllCAINC. 
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9ETT/HG STARTED 

Control St/cx ft/vert on 
The Nintendo 64 Controller contains a Control Stick which uses an analog 
system to read the angles and directions of its movement. This allows 
precision control that is not possible using the conventional +Contro! Pad, 

When turning the Control Deck Power ON, do not move the Control Stick 
from its neutral position on the controller. 

If the Control Stick Is held at an angled position (as shown in the 
top picture, left) when the power is turned on, this position will 
be set as neutral. This will cause games using the Control Stick 
to operate incorrectly. 

To reset the neutral position once the game has started. Let go of 
the Control Stick so it can return to its center position (as shown 
in the bottom picture, left), then press START while holding 
down the L and R Buttons. 

The Control Stick is a precision instrument; make sure not to spill 
liquids or place any foreign objects into It If you need assistance, contact 
Nintendo Consumer Assistance at 1-800-255-3 7G0 or call your nearest 
Nintendo Authorized Repair Center*. 

CAUTION; Some of the events in this game require the player to rapidly 
rotate the Control Stick or repeatedly press buttons in order to complete 
the event. To avoid Irritation to your skin and/or damage to the Control 
Stick, do not use the palm of your hand. Rotate the Control Stick with your 
thumb or by holding it between your thumb and forefinger. Depress the 
buttons with your fingers, not your palm. 

Holo/ng rue Mtntenoo 64 Controller 

We recommend that you use the hand positions shown 
at right. By holding the controller like this, you can operate 
the Control Stick freely with your left thumb. Using your 
right thumb, you can easily access the A, B and C Buttons, 
Place your left index finger where It feels comfortable, 
but not In a position where you might accidentally press 
the Z Button on the back of your controller. 

START/HG THE GAME 

Warning: Never insert or remove a Game Pak 
Is on! 

1. Make sure the power is OFF on your N64® 

2. Insert the Game Pak into the slot on your 
N64. Press firmly to lock the Game Pak 
into place. 

when the power 

3. Confirm that a controller is connected. Up to 4 players may play this 
game. Controller Sockets I through 4 correspond to players 1 to 4, 
For a IP game, please connect the Controller to Controller Socket 1. 

4. Turn the POWER switch ON. (Do not touch the Control Stick while 
powering-on 5 Game data is loaded automatically when a Controller Pak 
is connected to the 1P Controller. 

5. At the Title Screen, press START when prompted to begin the game. 

Note: To save games, insert the N64® Controller Pak into the controller 
before starting play. 

CONTROLS 

Seif emu Sen fen/ Bout hols 
Control Stick 
or + Control Pad . . . Choose item 
A Button   .Con firm/Ad vance 
B Button -- ,, Cancel/Ex It 

Note: See individual events 
on pages 10-16 for event controls. 

CONTROLLER PAH™ 

It is possible to save and load data when using a Controller Pak (sold 
separately). Game data can be saved onto the Controller Pak plugged 
into the controller in Controller Socket l. Please refer to the Controller Pak 
instructions for more information. 



Gams A/ores 

The Controller Pak memory is divided into 123 pages, INTERNATIONAL 
TRACK AND FIELD 2000 requites 20 pages to save data. When you save 
data with no game note previously created, a message will appear asking 
If you would like to create a new game note. Select YES and press 
the A Button to confirm the save. 

The Coa/t roller Par: Mea/u 

Press START while turning on the power to the N64® Control Deck. 

* To delete a game note, use the Control Stick to select the game note 
and press the A Button to confirm. Caution: Once a note has been deleted 
It cannot be restored, 

fRROR MESSAGES 

* Controller Pak not connected. Please Insert a Controller Pak, 
* Controller Pak Is not Inserted correctly. Please Insert the Controller Pak correctly. 

Please check rhat the Controller Pak has been Inserted correctly. IF this message continues 
to appear, there is a chance that the Controller Pak may be damaged. It is recommended 
that you insert a new Controller Pak. 

* ThK game requires 20 pages for game notes. 
* Not enough free pages, 
* Do not make game note. 

Insert a new Controller Pak or delete selected game data using the Controller Pak Menu, 

* A device o<fier than a Controller Pak I* connected. Please Insert the Controller Pak. 
In order to save game data a Controller Pak is necessary. Please insert a Controller Pak. 

* Controller or Controller Pak error. 

* Game data cannot be saved or loaded while the Rumble Pak Is connected. 
Please follow the on-screen instructions when switching between the 
Rumble Pak and the Controller Pak. 

A/64 Cx pan stout Pax 

This game is compatible with the N64 Expansion Pak (sold separately}. Please 
refer to the instruction manual included with the Expansion Pak before use, 
as it contains important information regarding safety and correct usage 
of the Expansion Pak. 

CHOOStNS A SAMS M00( 

Press START at the Title Screen to display 
the Game Select Screen. 

Move the Control Stick or press the +Control 
Pad t l to select a game mode, and press 
the A Button to confirm. 

TRIAL MODE - Play through the events to 
practice and learn the controls. See page 6, 

CHAMPIONSHIP MODE - Represent your favored country and play 
through a random series of events for high scores and standings. 
See page 8 

OFnON - Reconfigure game settings and save or erase game data. 
See page 9. 

Re-connect, 
Tiy to repair. 
Select RE-CONNECT and correctly re-insert the Controller Pak. IF this message continues 
to appear, rhere is a chance that the Controller Pak may be damaged. In this case, select 
TRY TO REPAIR. 

Cautions Game data may be lost when repairing the Controller Pak, 

RUMBLE PAXK& A/64 EXPAA/S/OA/ PAX " 

Rumble Pax 

This game is compatible with the Rumble Pak (sold separately), When 
the Rumble Pak is connected to the controller, the controller will vibrate 
at certain points during the game. 

* The Rumble Pak may be connected and disconnected while the power 
to the N64 game console is on; however please use adequate caution 
when doing so. 

Pause 

Press START during an event to display 
the Pause Menu, While the game is paused, 
the current event controls and World Record 
(WR) will be displayed. Select from these 
options: 

CONTINUE - Return to the current event. 

RETRY ^ Restart the current event. 

GAME SELECT - Exit back to the Game 
Select Screen. 

Replay 

After the completion of each event, the Replay Screen appears. 
Watch the replay, or press START to skip this screen. 



irFtacK* n —» 

Ten events are available for selection at the 
beginning of the game. As you earn higher 
medals in the available events, you will unlock 
even more events. There are 14 events in all. 

Move the Control Stick or press the +Control 
Pad | l to select an event, and press 
the A Button to enter it. 

Eyra/t Setter 
The first ID events are: 

100m Dash Horizontal Bar 
Long Jump 100m Hurdles 
Hammer Throw Javelin Throw 
Pole Vault Weightlifting 
100m Freestyle High J^P 

When you earn at least a Bronze Medal in the first JO events, 
the next 2 events will become available: 

Triple Jump 100m Breaststroke 

Earn at least a Silver Medal in all 12 events to open up the next event: 

Vault 

Earn a Gold Medal In all 13 events to unlock the final event: 

Trap Shooting 

Playcr Entry 
Press the A Button to enable your player. 
For multiple players, pressing the A Button on 
each players controller will enable that player. 

Move the Control 
Stick or press the 
^Control Pad 
| l —* <- to select 

a country, then 
press the A Button 
to enter 

t*9m JW™ 

lraacics f=ieuo 
Next, enter each player's name. Move the Control 
Stick or press the + Control Pad f | to select 
a character and press the A Burton to set. Change 
the cursor position by moving the Control Stick or 
pressing the ^Control Pad —*«—. Once all players 
have entered their names, press the A Button 
to complete player entry. 

TUTORtAt 
When you enter an event, you'll see a Tutorial 
explaining the event's controls. Then the event 
will start. Press START if you want to skip 
the Tutorial, 

Resvtr 
At the completion of each event the game 
rankings will be displayed. Press START to skip 
the Result Screen. 

CONTtMt/e 
Finally, the Event Completion Screen is displayed. Move the Control Stick 
or press the +Control Pad \ | to select an option and press the A Button. 

CONTINUE - Restart the current event from the beginning. 

GAME SELECT - Exit back to the Game Select Screen. 

QUIT - Exit back to the Title Screen. 

Say/ng tut Tr/al Mods 
If you achieve a Top 3 Record, the Save Screen 
will be displayed. You can save your Record data 
at this point by selecting YES and pressing 
the A Button. 

Caution: Any personal best records in the Top 5 
will be held in memory automatically; however, 
these records will disappear when the power Is 
turned off. To save personal best data, go to Option Mode, 
select CONTROLLER PAR and then select SAVE. (See page 9.) 



’AMP/ONSH/P MOOe 

In Championship Mode, 8 events are chosen 
at random. You must play through these events 
in their assigned order At the completion 
of each event, your current points are tallied 
and the standings of each country are displayed. 

PlAYSR £MTRY 

Enter players, countries and names in the same way as for Trial Mode games. 
(See pages 6-7.) 

Play/mg am £ygmt 

After ail players are entered, the 8 events to be competed In are displayed 
Press the A Button to start the game. You must play through the events In 
order from top to bottom; you cannot select events or change their order. 

* A Tutorial appears before each event (see page 7). 

* At the completion of each event, the current game rankings and total 
points are displayed. Press START to skip the Result Screen, 

* Following the Result Screen, the Game Program Screen reappears, 
displaying the name of the next event. Press the A Button to start 
the event, or press the R Button to display the current rankings. 

* IF you achieve No. I ranking, you'I! hear the national anthem for your 
chosen country (except for Russia and Kenya). 

Say/mg /m Cmamp/omsm/p Mode 

The Iota! Result Screen is displayed after all 8 events have been completed. 
At this point, you can save your Record data by selecting YES and pressing 
the A Button. 

OPTfONMODi 

Move the Control Stick or press the + Control 
Pad f 1 to select a menu item, and move/press 
—* «— to change the settings. 

SOUND MODE - Select from STEREO. 
HEADPHONE or MONO. HEADPHONE 
produces the optimum sound when you’re using 
headphones. 

RESOLUTION - When using the N64 Expansion Pak, you can toggle graphic 
resolution between HIGH and LOW. 

RANKING - View best times and point scores for all events. 

CONTROLLER - Save or delete Record data for both Trial and Championship 
Modes. Move the Control Stick or press the ^Control Pad f i to select 
a menu and press the A Button. A confirmation message will appear; select 
YES and press the A Button to confirm, 

SAVE - Save Record data. 

ERASE ALL DATA - Delete all Record data. 

Note, Record data for all events in progress will disappear if the power is 
turned off. To save Record data, be sure to select SAVE. 

EXIT * Return to the Title Screen. 

BVTTOM C0MTR01S OUR/MG Pi AY 

During the game, you can use either the L or R Button instead 
of the Z Button. 



OOM DASH 

Rt/L£S 
Compete for the fastest time, running a distance 
of 100m* If you start running before the COl 
signal, you will false start. A player with 2 false 
starts will be disqualified* 

MULTI-PLAYER GAMES: Players compete 
simultaneously. 

CONTROLS 

• At the COl signal, repeatedly press the C Buttons f J. -> *- 
or the A and B Buttons to run, 

* The faster you press the buttons* the higher the Power Gauge will rise 
and the faster you will run. 

WHO JUMP 

Rvits 
Build up speed in the run-up and compete for 
the farthest jump distance. Crossing the jumping 
line before you jump results in a foul. The farthest 
Jump out of 3 attempts counts as your score. 

Multi-Player Games: Players alternate t jump 
at a time. 

Controls 

• Repeatedly press the C Buttons t i -* «— or the A and B Buttons to Begin 
running. (You must start within 10 seconds or you will time out.) 

• The faster you press the buttons, the higher the Power Gauge will rise 
and the faster you will run. 

• Press/hold the Z Button as you approach the jump line to increase the Angle 
Gauge. When the gauge reaches the desired angle, release the Z Button 
to complete the jump. 

HAMMS A THROW 

RtSLfS 
Twirl around to build up power, then throw 
the hammer, compering for the farthest distance 
thrown. The hammer must land between 
the 2 lines to be a valid throw. 

mSJtJ ,.1 Multi-Player Games: Players alternate 1 throw 
at a time* 

Controls 

• Move the Control Stick clockwise or press the -^Control Pad in a circular 
motion to start the event* (You must start within 10 seconds or you will rime 
out.) The more times you turn, the higher your Power Gauge will rise. 

• The Timing Gauge will rotate 5 times. Throw the hammer before the gauge 
reaches 0 or you will be fouled, 

• Press/hold the Z Button when the Swing Gauge is facing in the direction 
you want to throw (shown in white). When the gauge reaches the desired 
throw angle, release the Z Button to complete the throw, 

POLS HAD IT 

Controls 

Rvl£$ 
Build up speed in the run-up and use the pole 
to clear the bar. Compete to clear the highest bar 
without knocking it off. Knocking off the bar is a 
fouh three fouls is a disqualification. Successfully 
clear the bar to advance to the next height. 

Multi-PUyer Games; Players alternate 1 vault 
at a time. 

* Move the Control Stick or press the + Control Pad | l to select the bar 
height, then press the A Button to set it* 

* Repeatedly press the C Buttons | i —* *- or the A and B Buttons to begin 
running. (You must start within 10 seconds or you will time out) The faster 
you press the buttons, the higher the Power Gauge will rise and the faster 
you will run. 

* Press the Z Button as the Timing Gauge approaches the red mark to jump. 

* Press the Z Button as the Recover Gauge approaches the yellow mark to lift 
your legs and dear the bar. Release the Z Button to complete the Jump. 



ZOOM FRffSTYtC 

RUllS 
Compete for the fastest time, swimming 
freestyle over a distance oF 100m. if you start 
swimming before the GO! signal, you will 
false start, A player with 2 false starts will 
be disqualified 

Multi-Player Games: Players compete 
simultaneously. 

* At the GOl signal, repeatedly press the C Buttons f |-m- 
or the A and B Buttons to swim, 

* The faster you press the buttons, the higher the Power Gauge 
will rise and the faster you will swim. 

* You will automatically complete the turn. 

HO MONT At BAR 

BggS Rvlss 
,_J Perform various twists and turns on the 

horizontal bar, competing for points. Points are 
judged on the skill and beauty of the routine. gllPf^ 
Mufti-Player Games: Players alternate 
to complete their routines. 

CONTROLS 

* Press the Z Button to start the event. (You must start within 10 seconds 
or you will be fouled.) 

* Areas on the Timing Gauge will light up at random. Press the Z Button 
when the marker Is Inside the lit area. 

* Commands appear on-screen. Use the Control Stick, ^Control Pad, 
or C Buttons f , i , «- to enter the commands within the time limit. 

* Repeat steps 2 and 3 a total of 8 times. 

* You will automatically complete the landing. 

Controls 

ffOM HUROCfS 

Rl/lts 
Compete for the fastest time, running 
the 110m hurdles. If you start runni ng before 
the GOl signal, you will false start A player 
with 2 false starts will be disqualified. 

Multi-Player Games; Players compete 
simultaneously. 

Controls 

• At the GO! Signal, repeatedly press the C Buttons T i —» «— 
or the A and B Buttons to run. 

" The faster you press the buttons, the higher the Power Gauge will rise 
and the faster you will run. 

* Press the Z Button as you approach the hurdles to jump. Watch your timing! 

JAl/eUN THROW 

1 R(/LfS 
Build up speed in the run-up and throw 
the javelin, competing for the farthest distance 
thrown. The javelin must land between 
the 2 lines to be a valid throw. 

, - 

Multi-Player Games; Players alternate 1 throw 
at a time. 

Controls 

• Repeatedly press the C Buttons f i -» «- or the A and B Buttons to begin 
running. (You must start within 10 seconds or you wilt time out.) The Faster 
you press the buttons, the higher the Power Gauge will rise and the faster 
you will run. 

* Press and hold the Z Button before crossing the throw line to set 
the angle of the throw. When the gauge reaches the desired angle, 
release the Z Button to complete the throw. 



WEtGHTUETWG 

Rotes 
Compete for the heaviest successful lift. 

Multi-Player Games: Players alternate l lift 
at a time. 

CONTROtS 

• Move the Control Stick or press the +Control Pact tit® select the weight 
of the barbell, then press the A Button to set It. 

• Repeatedly press the C Buttons f 4r —► ^— or the A and B Buttons to build up 
the Power Gauge. Press the Z Button when the gauge and sliding marker are 
both in the purple OK Zone to complete the Clean. 

■ Again, repeatedly press the C Button | i or the A and B Buttons. 
Press the Z Button in the OK Zone to complete the Jerk. 

• Keep the bar steady for 3 seconds by keeping the Power Gauge 
In the OK Zone. Complete your lift before the Stamina Gauge falls to zero. 

M JUMP 

Rotes 
Build up speed in the run-up and then jump, 
competing to clear the highest bar without 
knocking it off. Knocking off the bar is a foul; 
3 fouls Is a disqualification. Successfully dear 
the bar to advance to the next height. 

Multi-Player Games: Players alternate 1 jump 

Controls at a time. 

* Move the Control Stick or press the -^Control Pad T \ to select the bar height, 
then press the A Button to set it. 

* Repeatedly press the C Buttons \ l «- or the A and B Buttons to begin 
running, (You must start within 10 seconds or you will be fouled.) The faster 
you press, the higher the Power Gauge will rise and the faster you will run. 

* Press/hold the Z Button while in the red jump Area to set the angle of the 
jump. When the gauge reaches the desired angle, release the button to jump. 

* Press the Z Button as the Recover Gauge approaches the yellow mark 
to lift your legs and dear the bar 

£l/£MT$ M WSB/Sm. 
E?L£J 

TRfPLE JUMP 

Rotes 
Build up speed in the run-up and compete for 
the longest jump distance. Crossing the jumping 
line before you jump results in a foul. The longest 
jump out of 3 attempts counts as your score. 

Multi-Player Games: Players alternate 1 jump 
at a time. 

Controls 

* Repeatedly press the C Buttons | l -+ «- or the A and B Buttons to begin 
running. (You must start within 10 seconds or you will time out,) The faster 
you press the buttons, the higher the Power Gauge will rise and the faster 
you will run. 

* Press the Z Button as you approach the jump Line to make your first jump. 

* Press the Z Button again when the Timing Gauge drops down to the Timing 
Mark to make your second jump. 

* Press the Z Button again on the Timing Mark to make your third jump. 

/00M BREASTSTROKE 

Rotes 
Compete For the fastest time, swimming 
breaststroke over a distance of 100m, If you Start 
swimming before the GO! signal, you will false 
start. A player with 2 false starts will be 
disqualified. 

Multi-Player Games: Players compete 
simultaneously. 

• At the GO! signal, press the L and R Buttons alternately in time 
with the Timing Gauge to swim. The closer the mark is to the end 
of the gauge when the L and R Buttons are pressed, the more powerful 
your swimming stroke will be, 

* You will automatically complete the turn. 



AULT 

Controls 

• Repeatedly press the C Buttons | 1 -* «- or the A and B Buttons to begin 
running. (You must start within 10 seconds or you will be fouled.) The faster 
you press the buttons, the higher the Power Gauge will rise, increasing 
the difficulty level of the vault. 

Perform various twists and turns on the vault, 
competing for points. Points are judged 
on the skill and beauty of the routine. 

Multi-Player Games: Players alternate, I routine 
at a time. 

* Move the Control Stick or press the + Control Pad to enter the commands 
that appear on-screen within the time limit, 

• Press the Z Button when the Timing Gauge drops down to the Landing Mark 
to land cleanly. 

TRAP SHOOT MG 

Controls 

Rules 

Compete for the highest score by shooting 
as many day skeets as you can with limited 
ammunition. The faster you shoot the skeets 
the higher your score. Your final score is 
the total of all points at the end of the event, 

Multi-Player Games: Players alternate their 
turns at shooting. 

* Select either NORMAL or REVERSE controls. 
NORMAL - Press \ on the Control Stick to move the cursor UP. 
REVERSE - Press | on the Control Stick to move the cursor DOWN. 

• Press the A Button to release a day skeet. 

* Use the Control Stick to move the target cursor and match it with the target. 

• Press the Z Button to shoot. 
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WARRANTY 
Konanru of America, Inc. warrams to the original 
purchaser of this Konami software product that the 
medium on which this computer program Is recorded Is 
free from defects In materials and workmanship for a 
period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase. This 
Konami product is sold “as is," without express or 
Implied warranty of any kind, and Konami Is not liable for 
any losses or damages of any kind resulting from use of 
this program. Konami agrees for a period of ninety (90) 
days to dther repair or replace, at Its option, free of 
charge, any Konami product, postage paid wlrh proof of 
date of purchase, at Its Factory Service Cenier. This 
warranty is not applicable to normal wear and tear. This 
warran ty shall not be applicable and shall be void If the 
defect In the Konami software product has arisen through 
abuse, unreasonable use, mistreatment or neglect 

THE WARRANTY E IN LIEU Of AU. OTHER WARRANTIES 
AND NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR CLAIMS OF 
ANY NATURE SHALL BE BINDING ON OR OBLIGATE 
KONAMI ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES APPLICABLE TO 

Cu&TQMiR Support 

If you feel stuck In the game or just need a boost, don'i worry! You can call The Konami 
Game Hint L, Tip Line (dr help on this software and all the fine Konami products. 

Konami Game Hint fiv Tip Line; I 900 896-HINT (4468) 

E S.95 per minute charge. 

S S1.25 per minute support from a game counselor. 

® Touch rone phone required. 

«■ Minors must have parental permission before dialing 

Hints are available 24 hours a day. Live support Monday-Friday 9:00 am to 5:30 pm 
Pacific Time. Prices and availability are subject to change, U S- accessibility only 

THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT, INCLUDING WARRANTIES 
Of MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO THE NINETY (90) DAY rtKIOO 
DtSCMBFD ABOVE. IN NO EVENT WILL KONAMI BE LIABLE 
FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR 
MALFUNCTION OF THIS KONAMI PRODUCT, 

Some states do not allow limitations as to how long an 
implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions or limitations of 
Incidental or consequential damages, so the above 
limitations and/or exclusions of liability may not apply to 
you. This warranty gives you specific rights and you may 
also have other rights which vary From siaie ro state. 

If you experience technical problems with your Game Pftk, 
please call our Warranty Services number: (650) 654-5687, 

Konami of America Inc 
1400 Bridge Parkway 
Redwood city. CA 94065 


